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2001: a space odyssey is without a doubt the 'ultimate' space movie. films like star wars or alien
wouldn't exist without this, the first film to realistically portray what space travel is actually like. yes,

the film is incredibly slow, long, and extreme arty, but it's also a masterpiece and quite possibly
stanley kubrick's greatest directorial effort.after a lengthy introduction that quite wonderfully shows

off man's pre-history (and includes that famous jump cut), we're transported to the interior of a
spaceship, where protagonist dave (keir dullea) must contend with the machinations of his

computer, hal 9000. everything that happens takes place very s-l-o-w-l-y, but this was intentional
and i don't think there's any better way of getting across just how elongated being in space really

is.hal 9000 dominates the film and is my favourite computer creation in cinema; the most tragic too,
i think. dullea underacts to the best of his ability and is all the better for it, and of course kubrick's
direction is masterful, with incredible attention to detail. yes, things get extremely psychedelic and

trippy for the last half-hour's light show, but then it was the 1960s and you wouldn't expect
otherwise. great stuff indeed! i would say this is a space odyssey classic! this movie is brilliant and
manages to be a very interesting mystery as well as a science fiction mystery. i loved this film from

start to finish. the special effects in this film are amazing, it shows a lot of things we never saw
before. i never knew that a big spaceship had a core, i never knew that the future of mankind was in

the hands of a computer.
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the director of 2001: a space odyssey, stanley kubrick, had made a number of other films before this
one, the first of which was in 1956 called spartacus. this was a historical film and depicts the story of
a revolt against the roman empire. so, kubrick had made a historical film, a war film, and a science
fiction film. he also had experience with making films about space. the next film that he made was
called the killing. the plot was very similar to spartacus and it had a similar theme to 2001: a space

odyssey. the killing was in space. when kubrick was given the chance to make 2001: a space
odyssey he was excited about it. he had spent the last eight years working on the film, and he was
very happy to finally make it. he also took some time off after 2001 and he worked on three other
films including a clockwork orange. i was getting a free upgrade to blu-ray from a friend, and this
was one of the movies i chose. and let me just tell you, this movie looks absolutely stunning. this

movie was no longer a simple journey into space. the technology of space flight was more advanced,
more real than in the first movie. the story was a little weak, but still effective. i recommend this film

to anybody, but if you really want to watch a great movie, go and watch the first movie. it really is
worth it, and it will make you think about a lot of things. well, the first movie, but still, i can't really

say that the second movie is bad. a lot of people see this movie as the best sci-fi film ever, but i
think the first movie is the best. i can't really tell you why, but i just do. see both movies to

understand it. 5ec8ef588b
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